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NEW BUILD - 28m Fast Patrol Vessel

Listing ID - 3945 

Description Offshore Fast Patrol Vessel

Date
Launched

Built to Order

Length 28.7m (94ft)

Beam 6.95m (22ft 9in)

Draft 2.40m (7ft 10in)

Location Porto Napoli, Italy

Broker Richard Pierrepont
richard.pierrepont@seaboatsbrokers.com
+44 7798 607 323

Price POA

Price Notes DELIVERY: 120 working days after payment

SECPRO-28
Based on a very successful model with great performance and high speed, this patrol boat is built again with new
composite materials including carbon �ber while still remaining ballistic protected level III. Lightness,
maneuverability and lightness guarantee high performance in any condition.
Perfect for long duty with the autonomy of 1300nm navigation no stop, can accommodate comfortably 16 personnel
in totally security.
 
Powered by 2 MTU engines of 2060HP, the “SECPRO-28” can reach 45 knots with very low fuel consumption. Fully
monitored with the EFMS installed.
 
ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
The “SECPRO-28” OFFSHORE PATROL VESSEL is equipped with latest generation electronic systems that allow safe
navigation even in bad visibility and bad sea conditions and monitor the vessel status.
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These systems have been built to work in all even the most critical situations, but in order to facilitate use by the
operators.
 
These 28mt Fast Patrol Boats Bulletproof level 3, brand new The speed at full load is 45 knots. 14 berths perfect for
heavy long duty in deep sea. The fuel comsumaption is very low if consider that can sail at 12knot with only
400lt/hour and 18knots with 670lt/hour.
The vessel is ballistic protected Level III.
 
Length: 28.7m
Beam: 6.95m
Draft: 2.40m
Displacement: 95 tons
Max speed: 45+ knots
Fuel tank capacity: 15.996 tons
Water tank: 1000 LT
Construction: GRP
Classi�cation: RINA
 
RINA classi�cation, Ownership document, Flag - INCLUDED
Delivery by sea sail to Lagos - INCLUDED
Training 1 week on site - INCLUDED
Post sell service – 2 years on site - INCLUDED
VHF Radios A Class - INCLUDED
VHF back up- INCLUDED
AIS - INCLUDED
GPS - INCLUDED
Radar - INCLUDED
Navigation Systems (International data and software) - INCLUDED
Depth Gauge - INCLUDED
Searchlight - INCLUDED
Life Raft for 16 personnel fully serviced - INCLUDED
Thermal Camera Navigation System - INCLUDED
EFMS - INCLUDED
Spare parts - INCLUDED
 









The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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